
THE CDS FL200 HEAVY DUTY CORROSION RESISTANT FIRE RATED DOOR

The CDS FL200 heavy duty fire rated door is the perfect solution for applications that require a corrosion resistant 

door with a fire rating up to 1-1/2 hours. The CDS FL200 has been tested to positive pressure, hose stream, and 

250 degree temperature rise standards. CDS FL200 doors are available in a .120” thick fire resistant Class A FRP 

pebble grain finish in fourteen standard colors. Panel edges are textured FRP to match the door surface. Optional 

stainless steel edge capping is available.      

THE CDS FL200 HEAVY DUTY FIRE RATED DOOR



- CDS FL200 doors are constructed with 1-1/2”      
   internal perimeter rails and are reinforced for locks,  
   exit devices and other surface hardware. 

- FL200 doors with a 45 minute fire rating feature a  
   particle core and FL200 doors with a 90 minute fire  
   rating feature a mineral core. 

- FRP panel edges are standard.  Stainless steel      
   edge capping is optional. Vision lite frames are steel  
   (stainless steel vision lite frames are optional).  

- Hinges are supplied and installed by CDS. All other  
   hardware for the FL200 will be supplied and installed  
   by others (only approved fire rated hardware and  
   frames). CDS will only prep for the hardware. 

- The CDS FL200 has been tested for positive pressure,  
   hose stream and 250 degree temperature rise.

SPECIFICATIONS
DOOR BODY: Heavy duty 1-1/2” internal perimeter hardwood door rails, 

hardware blocking and closed perimeter edges. Clad with .120” thick FRP Class C fire-rated face sheets. Panels that are 45 minute fire rated will 

have particle core and panels with a 90 minute fire rating will have mineral core. 

 

FINISH: CDS FL200 Doors are clad on both sides with .120” thick FRP Class C fire-rated pebble grain face sheets (available in fourteen color 

options below), Class A is optional.

WINDOWS: (Optional) Fire rated 1/4” open metal vision lites with 1/4” wire glass available. Vision lites are steel, primer coated, model 110

 low profile.

HINGES: Hinges will be supplied and installed by CDS. 

In our continuing effort to improve our products, some specifications or descriptions may change. We reserve the right to make such changes without notice or recourse. 

CLOSED PERIMETER EDGES
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Color shown may differ from actual color. Consult factory for exact color match.


